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“…nothing’s off-limits..." - Team Rock 
Intergalactic archeologists Moviestar are here with an extremely important message to spread far and wide. In a time 
when the media is filled with fake news, Moviestar are here to speak up and save earth from metallic war. Their latest 
release Chosen Ones isn’t just a single, its a news cast of high importance, sent from the future, as now’s the time to 
speak up. 

Moviestar are like no other band on earth. Having formed in the future on planet Fenris, Infinity Vik, The Octopus 
Goddess and The Anaconda create their own unique version of art punk pop, filled with sonic twists and eccentric 
electronica throughout. The dynamic trio were chosen to go on a dangerous mission through space and time to retrieve 
“the stone” and save the world. Moviestar were then sent to Norway, the safest nation in the world, in the dreaded year 
of 2016. 

The video for Chosen Ones has been sent directly from the future. It features the ‘AV-News’ trio as well as The Future 
High Commander of the universe, President Supremius XIII, warning everyone on planet earth about what the future 
could hold if we don’t wake up and make a change. Infinity Vik explains “The bird in the newscast represents the fragile 
and endangered species living on earth, but first and foremost mankind and womankind. We as future humans have put 
the early human on the endangered species list. You, our ancestors, take life for granted.” 

Moviestar are not just a band, they are a reality experience. Their live shows encompass performance, art, storytelling, 
fashion and music in a whole new transcending form. Infinity Vik is a true performer with an explosive stage presence, 
having been compared to being a female incarnation of the likes of David Bowie and Freddy Mercury. 

Chosen Ones, a ‘Peace, Love and Hope Anthem’ from the future, is out on 1st December 2017 via Oh Yeah! 
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